JUNKIN
SAFETY APPLIANCE CO
Mortuary & Cemetery Price Schedule-January 1, 2019

>Mortuary & Cemetery
PD-3226 Casket Placer 2,889.00
LD-3287-C Chrome Lowering Device 2,488.00
LD-3287-SS Stainless Steel Lowering Device 2,488.00
LD-3287-CR Chrome Lowering Device With Placer Arm Attachment 3,423.00
LD-3287-SSR Stainless Steel Lowering Device With Placer Arm Attachment 3,423.00
LD-CR Placer Arm Attachment Only-Chrome 935.00
LD-SSR Placer Arm Attachment Only-Stainless Steel 935.00
LD-Stand Lowering Device Stand 504.00
LD-234 Crank Handle For Lowering Device 58.00
LD-256 Lowering Device Straps (20 Ft) (Extra Length Available $1.50 Per Ft. Extra) 99.00
CH-300 Church Truck (-C) Chrome (-B) Bronze, or (-G) Gold [No Discount on this item] 620.00
CH-100 Display Cart 402.00
CT-150 Changing Table 957.00
CT-150-W Changing Table with 28” Wide Top 1,004.00
CT-150-6 Changing Table with 6” Wheels 1,003.00
CT-150W-6 28” Wide Changing Table with 6” Wheels 1,051.00

>Mortuary Cots
MC-100A Single Person Mortuary Cot 1,920.00
MC-100A-HD Single Person Mortuary Cot Heavy Duty 2,132.00
MC-100A-HDT Heavy Duty Cot For Suburban Type Vehicles 2,265.00
MC-100A-AR Single Person Mortuary Cot With Side Rails 2,192.00
MC-100A-S Single Person Mortuary Cot For Suburban Type Vehicles 2,121.00
MC-100A-SR Single Person Mortuary Cot With Side Rails For Suburban Type Vehicles 2,393.00
MC-100A-OS Oversize Mortuary Cot 2,322.00
MC-100A-OSR Oversize Mortuary Cot With Side Rails 2,598.00
MC-100A-OS-S Oversize Mortuary Cot For Suburban Type Vehicles 2,522.00
MC-100A-OS-SR Oversize Mortuary Cot With Side Rails For Suburban Type Vehicles 2,794.00
MC-100-EXT Extension Handles For Mortuary Cots [No Discount on this item] 179.00

(The Regular Cot Has A Load Capacity Of 650 Lbs., The Oversize Cot Has A Load Capacity Of 900 Lbs.)
> Accessories
MC-100A-17 Pad For Regular Cot  89.00
MC-100A-17-OS Oversize Cot Pad  105.00
MC-100A-Strap Straps For Mortuary Cot  49.00 pr.
MC-100A-Cover Hy-Luster Green Cot Cover (not a body bag )  290.00

> Miscellaneous Items
JSA-365 Plastic Backboard  189.00
JSA-366 Folding Plastic Backboard  335.00
JSA-400 Break-apart Aluminum Stretcher  617.00
JSA-501NA Pole Stretcher  205.00
JSA-601NA EZ Fold Pole Stretcher  226.00
JSA-602-M EZ Fold Wheeled Stretcher with Brown Cover  380.00
JSA-603M EZ Fold Plain Stretcher with Brown Cover  260.00

Supercedes all Previous Price Schedules
All prices are FOB Louisville, Kentucky All merchandise invoiced at prices in
effect at time of shipment. No merchandise returned without written approval.
15% restocking fee and must be returned within 30 days of receipt.